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ROME: An Italian government campaign urging young cou-
ples to “get on with it” to boost the country’s flagging
birthrate has been pulled after a furious backlash on social
media. Health Minister Beatrice Lorenzin said Friday she had
ordered changes to the online campaign after a series of cap-
tioned images intended to promote an upcoming Fertility
Day were slammed as patronizing, sexist and hectoring.

The biggest outcry was over an image of a fraught-look-
ing young woman touching her stomach with one hand and
holding an egg-timer in the other, with the sand running
away. “Beauty has no age. But fertility does,” said the caption,
widely criticized for implying women delaying pregnancy
had only themselves to blame if they ended up childless.
Men were not treated any more sensitively. A picture of rot-
ting banana skin was deployed to make the point that: “Male
fertility is much more vulnerable than you might think.”

That was making a similar point to a picture of a man
holding a cigarette with the warning: “Don’t let your sperm
go up in smoke.” Another image shows a wading bird on the

edge of a nest, imploring surfers to: “Get a move on! Don’t
wait for the stork.” The tweets, released to promote a Fertility
Day planned for September 23, quickly went viral-the initial
incredulous reaction being amplified by a swell of support
for Lorenzin from pro-family groups.

‘Demographic suicide’
Criticism of the campaign focused on the numerous

obstacles to having children in Italy, including high unem-
ployment, low wages, weak maternity rights and inadequate
childcare provision. One of the most popular tweets was a
cartoon by Virgilio Natola showing a female hand holding up
a pregnancy test kit bearing the result: “Go abroad and find
yourself a job.” Others cited Italy’s falling birthrate as a seri-
ous problem. 

“The criticisms of #fertilityday are ridiculous,” tweeted
Comitato Articolo 26, one of the groups involved in organiz-
ing recent “Family Days” in opposition to legislation on gay
civil unions. “In the country of demographic suicide, a lot, lot

more should be done.” Announcing a review of the cam-
paign, Lorenzin said: “We did not intend to offend or provoke
anyone. If the message has not gone across as we would
have liked, we will change it.” Lorenzin, a practicing Catholic,
was left looking isolated after Prime Minister Matteo Renzi
appeared to criticize the campaign. “As far as I know, none of
my friends had their kids after seeing an advert,” he said in a
radio interview on Thursday.

Italy has the lowest birthrate in the European Union and
one of the lowest in the world, with only eight babies born
for every 1,000 residents in 2015, according to EU figures
released in July. A total of 485,000 babies were born in the
country last year, a record low and less than half the level of
the 1960s. Lorenzin warned earlier this year that the current
“catastrophic decline” would reduce the number of new-
borns to 350,000 within a decade unless action is taken to
reverse the trend. She has proposed doubling “baby bonus”
child benefits to encourage more couples to start families
and existing parents to expand theirs. — AFP 

HONG KONG: It is a time of year when
sugar and fat-laden “mooncakes” fill
shelves and shop windows in Hong
Kong-but city authorities have sent a
warning to residents not to over
indulge. The pastries are consumed in
vast numbers during the mid-autumn
festival, which is celebrated by Chinese
communities around the world later this
month. However, the dense cakes pack
a calorific punch with heavy fillings of
sweet lotus seed paste and egg yolks.

The city’s Centre of Food Safety has
reminded people to “maintain a bal-
anced diet and avoid excessive eating of
mooncakes”. “People should consider
their health condition and consume
mooncakes in an appropriate amount
during mid-autumn festival,” it said in a
statement this week which advised peo-

ple to share them. Government tests
showed 100 grams of the classic lotus
paste mooncake with two egg-yolks
were almost a third sugar, with 22.3
grams of fat, the statement said.

One popular brand’s double-yolk
mooncake, weighing 184 grams, con-
tains a whopping 776 calories, accord-
ing to nutritional information on its
packaging. That is almost half the rec-
ommended daily calorie intake for
women in Hong Kong, and around one
third for men. But despite the warning,
shopper Elaine Cheuk, 32, said Hong
Kongers would be unlikely to cut back
their mooncake habit. “It’s still a food
that marks the mid-Autumn festival,”
said Elaine Cheuk. “They will keep eating
it if they like it,” she said. One young fan
said he would do his best to hold back.

“I usually eat four to five mooncakes
each year-I may cut that down to 1-2
this year,” said the 11-year-old, who
gave his name as Edgar.

The festival is the second largest in
Hong Kong behind lunar new year and
is based on the legend of Chang E, the
mythical moon fairy who lived in a crys-
tal palace and came out only to dance
on the moon’s shadowed surface. The
most famous story linked to mooncakes
is that they were used to conceal secret
messages sent among Chinese revolu-
tionaries who plotted the overthrow of
the Mongol invaders in the 14th centu-
ry. In modern times, families gather for
large meals on the eve of the new moon
which falls on September 16, followed
by an evening walk usually with a deco-
rative lantern in hand. — AFP 

BUDAPEST: “Super, well done,” her trainer says, and Maya, a
Hungarian golden retriever, happily holds up her left paw,
responding to the praise. Maya works with a group of
Hungarian researchers at the Eotvos Lorand University in
Budapest, who have scanned the brains of 13 dogs, finding
that dogs process words and intonation to work out messages
similarly to humans.

The study showed that dogs, like people, use the left hemi-
sphere of their brain to process words, and a right hemisphere
brain region to process intonation. Praise activates dogs’
reward centre only when both words and intonation match.
“We showed dogs praise words and non-praise words, in both
praising and non-praising intonation, and we found that dogs
just like humans can separately process word meaning infor-
mation ... in the speech signal and intonational information,”
lead researcher Attila Andics of the Department of Ethology
told Reuters.

And they do it in a way that is similar to how it is done in
the human brain,” he said, adding that the research was
unique because how animals process human speech has not
been analysed this way elsewhere. In the research, 13 dogs of
different breeds, including border collies, golden retrievers, a
Chinese crested dog and a German shepherd, were trained to
lie completely motionless in an MRI scanner for seven minutes
so that researchers could measure their brain activity while
they listened to words from their trainers. They had head-
phones on, and heard praise words in praising intonation like
“super”, “well done,” “good boy,” Andics said.

Dogs heard praise words in praising intonation, praise
words in neutral intonation, and also some neutral conjunc-
tion words, meaningless to them, in praising and neutral into-
nations. — Reuters

SYDNEY: An “angry” giant saltwater crocodile hunting cows
at a northern Australia cattle station has been captured and
relocated to a breeding farm, authorities and reports said.
Wildlife officers had laid a trap in a waterway near where the
“saltie” was reported to have been taking cattle at the station
in the island continent’s tropical north.

But they had to wait several days before it could be wran-
gled out of the enclosure earlier this week as it was too
“angry”, the NT News reported. “Got a big one,” an official
exclaimed in a video posted on Facebook by the Northern
Territory Police on Wednesday as he peered into a cage float-
ing in the water where the croc was trapped. It took several
rangers and officers to haul the 4.33-metre (14.2-foot) preda-
tor onto land before it was tied up and taken to a Darwin farm,
with police quipping on the social media site that it was “just
another day in the outback”. “It was a bit of an unorthodox
extraction from the cage due to the situation where it was in a
waterhole with limited access,” Remote Sergeant Mark Berry
said. “He got a little bit away from us but we ended up getting
hold of him. — AFP

HONG KONG: This picture shows a mooncake in Hong Kong. It is a time of year when sugar and fat-laden ‘mooncakes’ fill
shelves and shop windows in Hong Kong-but city authorities have sent a warning to residents not to over indulge. — AFP 
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